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Who are we?

 4/6Pink is a special education class from Miller Public School in South West 
Sydney.

 Our class consists of 7 boys who are on the Autism Spectrum.

 In geography we have been learning about endangered species and their 
habitats they rely on. We have learnt about the Mountain Pygmy Possum, 
Southern Cassowary, Northern Hairy Nosed Wombat, Spectacled Flying Fox 
and the Spotted Tree Frog

 We decided to make our Featherdale enclosure for the Grey Nurse Shark –
the east coast population of Grey Nurse Shark is critically endangered 



Grey Nurse Shark - Status

 There are two populations of Grey Nurse Sharks – the west coast population 
and the east coast population

 The west coast population is listed as vulnerable which means it is likely to 
become endangered.

 The east coast population is listed as critically endangered which means 
the species is at an extremely high risk of extinction.

 There are only 400 breeding sharks left on the east coast. This is not enough 
to maintain a healthy population



 Grey Nurse Sharks tend to live in shallow inshore waters. Their preferred 
habitats have sandy-bottomed gutters or rocky caves and are close to 
inshore rocky reefs or islands. 

 The east coast Grey Nurse Shark population live in 
the coastal waters off the east coast of Australia 

 The west coast Grey Nurse Shark population live in                                         
the coastal waters off the west coast of Australia

Grey Nurse Shark – Habitat 



Grey Nurse Shark - Diet

 Grey Nurse Sharks are more active at night

 They feed upon fish, smaller sharks, rays, squid and crustaceans like lobsters

 They use their strong jaws to crush and eat shellfish and even coral!

 Grey nurse sharks hunt cooperatively and can round up schools of fish to 
eat



Grey Nurse Shark – Why are they 
endangered?
 The Grey Nurse Shark is endangered because of a few things:

 Its reputation led to killing of the species by spear and line fishers. 

 Shark nets at the beaches in Queensland and New South Wales – the sharks get 
caught in the nets and die

 Although the sharks are protected today, they were commercially fished quite 
extensively in the past. Illegal fishing still occurs, and accidental capture by both 
commercial and recreational fishers also poses a serious threat.



Grey Nurse Shark – How can we help?

 We can help the Grey Nurse Shark population by:
 Removing rubbish or fishing gear that you see in the water or on the beach

 Don’t fish in Grey Nurse Shark areas

 If diving, report any tagged Grey Nurse Sharks to New South Wales Fisheries or the 
Queensland Environmental Protection Agency

 If fishing, report any Grey Nurse Sharks accidentally caught to New South Wales 
Fisheries or the Queensland Environmental Protection Agency



Our Enclosure

 We decided to make the ideal enclosure for the Grey Nurse Shark

 Our enclosure is a safe place Grey Nurse Sharks can breed so they can 
boost numbers

 We have all their favourite foods they eat – lobsters, crabs, shrimp, coral 
and lots of fish!

 Our enclosure is free from illegal fishing – no hooks allowed!

 There are no people throwing their rubbish into their enclosure

 There are definitely no shark nets for them to get tangled in

 Our enclosure also educates visitors to Featherdale about the Grey Nurse 
Shark – lots of people think they are dangerous but they are not.



Our Enclosure

Painting our enclosure



Our Enclosure 

Putting the 
enclosure 
together



Our Enclosure



Our Enclosure

Us with our enclosure!


